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Abstract

Using the fundamental tensors of a smooth loop and the differential geometric characteri-

zation of smooth hyporeductive loops, the Akivis operations of a local smooth hyporeductive

loop are expressed through the two binary and the one ternary operations of the hyporeductive

triple algebra (h.t.a.) associated with the given hyporeductive loop. Those Akivis operations

are also given in terms of Lie brackets of a Lie algebra of vector fields with the hyporeductive

decomposition which generalizes the reductive decomposition of Lie algebras. A nontrivial real

two-dimensional h.t.a. is presented.
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1 Introduction

A quasigroup is a set Q with a binary operation of multiplication denoted by o or juxtaposition

such that the knowledge of any two of a;, y, z in the equation xoy = z uniquely specifies the third.

A loop is a quasigroup (Q, o) with a two-sided identity e. In the case when Q is a neighborhood

of the fixed point e in a smooth (real finite-dimensional) manifold and the operation o is a

smooth function Q x Q -> Q, then (Q, o) is called a local smooth loop.

As for Lie groups, an infinitesimal theory for smooth quasigroups is considered by Akivis

M.A. (see [1], [2], [3]). If (Q, o) is a smooth loop then in a sufficiently small neighborhood of e,

the binary operation o has the following canonical expansion [1]:

(re o yf = x
i + yi + Tl

jkx
jyk + \i)klx

ixkyl + vl
jklx

jykyl + ...,

where the tensors fijkl and Vjkl have the properties /i*-w = fi%
k^ and v^kl = Vjlk. The so-called

fundamental tensors oijk, /3yfc of the given smooth loop (Q, o, e) are defined as follows :

c?jk = (l/2)(rjk - T&, t3\jk = 2Jjkl - 2v)kl + a ^ o j , - a%as
kl.

Moreover, using the fundamental tensors, the tangent space TeQ may be provided with a struc-

ture of a binary-ternary algebra (the tangent algebra of the smooth loop) if define

) [X,Y,Zf = pjjkX
lY^Zk, (1)

VX,Y, Z eTeQ. It is shown [2] that o and [—,—,—] satisfy the following identities

I o l = 0, (2)

[X,X,X]=0, (3)

a{XY oZ} = a{[X, Y, Z]} - a{[Y, X, Z]}, (4)

where a denotes the cyclic sum with respect to X, Y, Z and juxtaposition is used to reduce

the number of brackets, that is XY o Z means (X o Y) o Z. Following [4], a (real finite-

dimensional) vector space is called an Akivis algebra if it carries a bilinear operation o and a

trilinear operation [—,—,—] satisfying the identities (2)-(4). The identity (4) is known as the

Akivis identity. Hereafter we shall refer to the operations o and [, —, —, —] as defined in (1) as

to the Akivis operations.

We will be interested in the situation when a smooth loop (Q, o, e) is related to an affine

connection space (Q, V). In [8], [11] a construction of a loop centered at a fixed point e of

(<2, V) is given. Such a loop is called the geodesic loop of (Q, V) at the point e (it turns out

that e is the two-sided identity element of that loop). Moreover the geodesic loop operation o

is supplemented by an unary multiplication (t, x) f-> tx of any element x E (Q, o, e) by a real

scalar t, giving rise to the concept of a geodesic odule (see [11]). The identity

((t + u)x) o y = tx o (ux o y) (5)



is called the left monoalternative property, where t and u are real numbers; likewise is defined

the right monoalternative property. The right monoalternative property plays a key role in the

differential geometric theory of some classes of loops. It turns out that (see [3]) for a geodesic

loop (Q, o, e) of an affine connection space (Q, V), its fundamental tensors are expressed in terms

of the torsion and curvature of the space (Q, V) as follows:

a% = -(l/2)TJfe(e), ftjk = (l/2)(i^ fc - VfcT£)(e). (6)

Accordingly the Akivis operations of (Q, o, e) are also expressed in terms of the torsion and

curvature of (Q, V).

For the general theory of specific classes of smooth loops it is sometimes convenient to give

the explicit form of their Akivis operations. This is easy, according to (6), whenever a suitable

differential geometric theory is built for a given class of smooth loops. The tangent algebra

to a smooth Bol loop is called a Bol algebra (see [10], [15]) while the tangent algebra to a

smooth homogeneous loop is called a Lie triple algebra (see [9], [12]). One observes that a Bol

algebra (resp. a Lie triple algebra) is an Akivis algebra of a smooth Bol loop (resp. a smooth

homogeneous loop) with additional conditions.

In [5] the Lie triple algebra of a smooth homogeneous loop was related to its Akivis algebra. It

is our purpose in this note to do the same for hyporeductive loops since they are a generalization

both of Bol loops and homogeneous loops ([13], [14]). Here the approach is geometric in the

sense of (6) (see Section 2) and algebraic meaning that the Akivis operations of a smooth

hyporeductive loop are expressed in terms of the Lie brackets of a Lie algebra satisfying some

specific conditions (see Section 3). We wonder whether the method of the algebraic calculus of

formal power series, developed in [5] for the case of smooth homogeneous loops, could be applied

to smooth hyporeductive loops.

2 Tangent algebras to smooth hyporeductive loops: hyporeduc-
tive triple algebras (h.t.a.)

A loop (Q,o,e) is said left hypospecial if there exists b(x,y) € Q with x,y £ Q such that

b(x, e) = e = b(e, x) and the mapping <j>{x,y) = L^x^lx,y has the property

where Luv = uov, lu>v = L~}VLULV and / denotes the right division in (Q,o,e). A left hypore-

ductive loop is a left hypospecial loop with the left monoalternative property (5). Similarly is

defined a right hyporeductive loop. An infinitesimal theory for smooth hyporeductive loops is

initiated by Sabinin L.V. in [13], [14], where he constructed a tangent algebra for such loops that

is called a hyporeductive algebra. It should be noted that there is a one-to-one correspondance

between hyporeductive algebras and smooth hyporeductive loops. In [6] (see also [7]) a differen-

tial geometric study for smoth hyporeductive loops is suggested. In particular it is shown that



a smooth hyporeductive loop (Q, o, e) can locally be seen as an afnne connection space (Q, V)

with zero curvature satisfying the following structure equations

du* = \ T]k J A w\ (7)

J i l l , (8)
where a|fe and r\^k are constants and aljk = —akj, r}jk = —r}tkj- Moreover, the geodesic loop

at a fixed point of an afnne connection space with structure equations (7), (8) is a (right)

hyporeductive loop. Using the known differential geometric techniques we obtained [6] that the

integrability criteria of (7), (8) constitute the determining identities of a hyporeductive algebra

if we set

= a)kX^Yk, (X*YY = (~Tjk(e) - a)

<Z;X,Y>i = -r\JkPYkZk, (9)

for X,Y,Z e TeQ. The operations ., * and <—;—,— > are linked by a certain set of identities

([6], [7], [14]). They are as follows:

*• { C * (Z-v) } = o,

<r { < 0 ; C , Z - v > } = o ,

AS. < C;f,»j > - C - < « ; ? , ? ? > + < C.K;£,V >

= < ^ * T ? ; C , K > - <C*K;Z,V > +C* < K;€,

T))*(t*K) + (Z* T/).(C * «),

x * (K-<<;Z,v>-C<K\Z,ri> + <C-K;Z,v>

<0;X, K.<C;Z,V>-C-<K',Z,V> + <C-K;Z,V

«• < C;€iV > -C- < «;?.»? > + < C-«;̂ ,»7 >

+??. < ^; c, K > -z. < v; C>« > + < £.17; C>« > = 0
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. < A;< 7?;C,K >,£ > -A-

• < A; < £; C, K >,T? >

S { < 0; (< W < r?; C,« > , £ > - < A*5 < & C,« > , »7 > ) , A >

+ < 9; (< A; <-f;C,« >,?? > - < A; < T?;C,K >,C >),M > } = 0,

where a denotes the cyclic sum with respect to £, r], £ and S the one with respect to pairs (£, rf),

(£,K), (X,/J,). Any (real finite-dimensional) vector space with two anticommutative bilinear op-

erations and one trilinear , skew-symmetric with respect to the two last variables, operation

satisfying those identities is called an abstract hyporeductive triple algebra (h.t.a. for short). It

is worthy of note that such identities are obtained [14] if work out the Jacobi identities of the Lie

algebra of vector fields enveloping the given hyporeductive algebra and satisfying some specific

conditions. Next we give an example of a nontrivial real 2-dimensional h.t.a.

EXAMPLE. Let m be a 2-dimensional algebra over the field of real numbers with basis {u, v}.

Define on m the following operations:

u*v = u, u.v = v, <u;u,v>=v, <v;u,v>=0

with the symmetries u * u = 0 = «.«, < t;u,u >= 0, where t = u or v. Then it could be

checked that m i s a nontrivial h.t.a. that is not a Bol algebra nor a Lie triple algebra.

We have the following theorem whose proof is somewhat elementary in view of structure

equations (7), (8) above.

T h e o r e m 1. Let (Q, o, e) be a smooth local hyporeductive loop and (TeQ,., *, < —;,—,— > )

be the corresponding (up to an isomorphism) h.t.a. Then the Akivis operations o and {—,—,—]

of (Q, o, e) are linked with ., *,

< —;—,— > as follows:

(i) XoY = X.Y + X*Y,

(ii) [X,Y,Z] = (- l /2)(< Z;X,Y>+Zo(X*Y))

for all X, Y, Z in TeQ.

Proof. Let {X * Y)* = b)kX^Yk, that is b)k = -TJk{e) - a)k. Then from (1), (6) and

(9) we get (i). Next, from (8) we know that -r\jk = (VjTJj. + T/S6jfe)(e). Therefore, since

< Z;X,Y >*= -r}JkX>YkZl = {{VlT
i
jk + Tisb

s
jk)(e))X^YkZ\ from (1), (6) we get (ii) (recall



•

Remark 1. (a) Using (i) the Akivis operation [X,Y,Z] in (ii) can also be expressed by o

and . as follows:

(iii) [X,Y,Z] = (-l/2)(< Z;X,Y > +Zo {XoY) - Zo (X.Y)).

(b) Prom (i) and (ii) we see that if X.Y = 0, VX,y G TeQ, then X oY = X * Y and

[X,Y,Z] = (-1/2) (< Z;X,Y > +Z o (X o Y)) and we are in the situation of Bol alge-

bras (see [10], [15]). Likewise for X * Y = 0, VX,F G TeQ we get X o Y = X.Y and

[X, Y, Z) = (—1/2) (< Z; X, y > and we have the case of Lie triple algebras [5].

With the remarks above one could think of the operation . (resp. *) as of a deviation degree

of a h.t.a. from a Bol algebra (resp. a Lie triple algebra). Although the transformations are

somewhat tedious and lengthy, one could write down the determining identities of a h.t.a. in

terms of the Akivis operations o, [—, —, —] and the operation . (or *).

3 An alternative approach

Let m be a (real finite-dimensional) vector space of covariantly constant vector fields of an

afEne connection space with zero curvature (Q, V) and e G Q a fixed point. Let g be the Lie

algebra of vector fields generated by m and such that g = m + [m, m] (here [m, TO] denotes the

subset of g generated by all [X, Y] with X,Y G m) and let h be the subalgebra of g defined by

h = {X eg: X(e) = o}. Then

g = m + h (10)

(direct sum of vector spaces; see [16]). Additionally let assume that there exists in g a subspace

n such that

g = m + n (direct sum of subspaces), (11)

[n, m] C m. (12)

A pair (g, h) with the decomposition (10) such that (11), (12) hold is said hyporeductive ([13],

[14])-

Proposition 2. The hyporeductive pair (g,h) with conditions (10)-(12) induces on m a

structure of a h.t.a.

Proof. If X,Y G m then [X, Y] G g and the decomposition (11) induces a binary operation, say

., on m

Xi.Xj = [Xi,Xj]l (13)

(here and in the sequel [X, Y]™ denotes the projection on v parallely w), where Xs (s =

!,...,/, I = dim m) constitute a basis of.m. We denote by D(Xi,Xj) = [Xi,Xj] — Xi.Xj



(i ^ j ) the basis elements of n. Further, using (10) and (12), we define on m a binary operation

Xi*Xj = [XuXjt-Xi.Xj (14)

and a ternary operation

<Xk;Xi,Xj>=-[Xk,D(Xi,Xj)}. (15)

Now using the procedure described in [13], [14] one could write down the Jacobi identities in g

with respect to the set {Xa, D(Xp,X7)} of basis elements. This in turn leads to the set of de-

termining identities of a h.t.a. so that (m,., *, < —; —, — >) becomes a h.t.a. of vector fields. •

Above we considered m as the linear space of covariantly constant vector fields on an affine

connection manifold (Q, V) with zero curvature; this is intended for a relation with local smooth

loops with the right monoalternative property and, further, with local smooth hyporeductive

loops. Specifically we mean the following. If e is a fixed point on (Q, V), then m may be

identified with the tangent spave TeQ and therefore, in the case when m is a h.t.a., TeQ is a

h.t.a. Moreover, since (Q, V) has zero curvature, the geodesic loop (Q,.,e) of (Q, V) centered

at the point e has the right monoalternative property [15] and, if TeQ is a h.t.a., (Q, .,e) has

the (right) hypospecial property ([6], [7]). Thus we get a (right) hyporeductive geodesic loop

(Q, .,e) with TeQ as its tangent algebra. But then from (6), (8), (9), (13), (14) and (15) we see

that its Akivis operations have the following expressions through the Lie brackets of g:

XoY = [X,Y)i, (16)

[X, Y, Z) = (l/2)([Z, [X, y]»] - [Z, [X, Y]h
mt + [Z, [X, YEJ*,). (17)

Thus we have the following

Theorem 3. Let g be a real finite-dimensional Lie algebra generated by a subspace of vector

fields and let (g,h) be the hyporeductive pair with the hyporeductive decomposition (10)-(12).

Then the Akivis operations of the local smooth hyporeductive loop corresponding (up to an iso-

morphism) to the h.t.a. in g are expressed as in (16), (17). •

One observes that we have worked with an h.t.a. of covariantly constant vector fields in a

smooth affine connection space with zero curvature. But one can also start from a structure of

abstract h.t.a. given on the tangent space W to a fixed point e of that connection space and

then extend this structure to the one of a h.t.a. of covariantly constant vector fields V through

the identification of W with V = {X^ : X^{e) =£<EW}.

We conclude with the following remarks in full analogy with the ones we done in Section 2.

Remark 2. (a) We get the Bol theory ([10], [15]) if n = [m,m], i.e. [X,F]^ = 0 in which

case we have g = m + h, and [[m, m], m] C m so that (17) reads



[X,Y,Z] = (1/2)([Z,[X,Y}} - [Z,[X,Y]h
m)h

m)

((16) remains the same).

(b) The hyporeductive pair (g,h) (see (10)-(12)) becomes reductive when n coincides with h,

i.e. g = m + h and [h,m] C m. Therefore the Akivis operation (17) reduces to the following

(again (16) remains the same) and one observes that we get precisely the Akivis operations of

the local smooth loop associated with the corresponding reductive decomposition ([5]).
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